the UR INTERNATIONAL THEATRE PROGRAM presents the 13th ANNUAL ONE-ACT PLAY FESTIVAL

THE FREUDIAN SUICIDES
by Giulia Perucchio
directed by Brandon Plaster
lighting design by Rory Blunt
sound design by Bruce Stockton
costume design by Lakiesha Holyfield
music & lyrics by Max Letaconnoux

Freud .............................. Amory Kisch
Annalise ............................ Kara Heon
Annabelle ............................ Kelly Rickert
Elsa ................................. Laura Nichols
Bear ................................. Derek Crowe
Bear Tongue ......................... Avery Naar
Extra 1 ............................ Benjamin Mitchell
Extra 2 ............................ Hilary Whitney
Extra 3 ............................ Claire Ramming

WORDS TOO HONEST TO BE UTTERED
by Catherine E. Bailey
directed by Melissa Martin
lighting design by Ashley Nguyen
sound design by Bruce Stockton
costume design by Emily Morris

Imogene ......................... Jasmine Furnace
Lucy ............................. Erica Hyman
Serena ............................ Jennafer Galligan
Nurse ............................. Kelly Rickert
Carol ............................. Laura Nichols

PRODUCTION
One Act Festival Curator & Mentor .... Michael Herman
One Act Festival Design Mentor .... Nadine Brooks Taylor
Production Technical Advisor ........ Sarah Eisel
Production Manager ................. Jonathan Isaacs
Production Stage Manager .......... Penina Robin
Assistant Stage Managers .......... Joe Cicero, Zach Feldman
Audiovisual Engineer ............... Bruce Stockton
Master Electrician .................. Ashley Nguyen
Assistant Master Electrician .......... Rory Blunt
Props Designer & Co-ordinator ...... David Krinick

SAY HELLO
by Paul Alperin
directed by Megan Steron
lighting design by Rory Blunt
sound design by Bruce Stockton
costume design by Jennifer Uviña

Michael .......................... Eamonn Giblin
Daniel ............................ Raphael Benjamin
Sarah ............................. Erica Hyman

LIFE IS
music, book & lyrics by Max Letaconnoux
directed by Kelly Miller
music direction by Stephanie Romanik
lighting design by Ashley Nguyen
costume design by Alexandra Rozansky

Kim Kowalke, Linda Taylor, Heather Clifford, Joanna Ball, Dara Greenberg, Jonathan MacDonald, Kara Rozansky, Jamie Rozansky, Neil Rozansky, Franny Swanson, the Staff and Faculty of the UR International Theatre Program, and “The Eminent Madame Blavatsky”

CAST

SPECIAL THANKS

Kim Kowalke, Linda Taylor, Heather Clifford, Joanna Ball, Dara Greenberg, Jonathan MacDonald, Kara Rozansky, Jamie Rozansky, Neil Rozansky, Franny Swanson, the Staff and Faculty of the UR International Theatre Program, and “The Eminent Madame Blavatsky”

CAST

Charlie Williams ........................ Matthew Myers
Lilly ................................. Kelly Miller
Mr. Cooper .......................... Robert Cavanaugh II
Mildred Williams ...................... Samatha Levine
Lisa Wallace .......................... Stephanie Romanik
Matthew Wallace ....................... Avery Naar
Mrs. Cooper ........................... Derek Crowe

for THE UR INTERNATIONAL THEATRE PROGRAM
Nigel Maister ........................ artistic director
Gordon Rice ........................ production manager
Katie Farrell ........................ administrator
Sarah Eisel ........................ ass. technical director
Carloutta Gambato ...................... props master
Nadine Brooks Taylor ............... costume shop manager
Macie McGowan ...................... box office / foh manager
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